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ABSTRACT Like most Muslim nation-states, Islamic ideals inspired Indian 
Muslims during their struggle against colonialism and potential preju-
diced Hindu domination. These Islamic ideals entailed recognition of indi-
vidual dignity and rights, equality and justice for all citizens in an inde-
pendent nation. After independence, Pakistan deviated from those ideals 
and an independent Bangladesh emerged. Although Pakistan survived, 
jihad movements in Afghanistan and Kashmir gave rise to extremism in 
the name of Islam which has led to ethnic and sectarian clashes challeng-
ing the very existence of the country. This paper examines the significance 
of Islamic ideas in contemporary Pakistan.

Introduction

The Times of India noted in an article published in February 2005 entitled “Pak 
Will Be Failed State by 2015” that: 

Forecasting a “Yugoslavia-like fate” for Pakistan, the U.S. National Intelligence 
Council (NIC) and Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) in a jointly prepared 
Global Futures Assessment Report have said “by year 2015 Pakistan would be 
a failed state, ripe with civil war, bloodshed, inter-provincial rivalries and a 
struggle for control of its nuclear weapons and complete Talibanisation.”1

The chorus of Pakistan being a failed state was followed by many “experts.”2 
But the view has been challenged by others.3 In this essay we examine Paki-
stan’s historical foundation and its state of affairs today.

Pakistan today stands at a crossroads of history. Prior to the British rule in In-
dia, Islam was spread by means of Arab merchants and Sufi teachers and many 
Muslims came with invading armies from the West and Central Asia. Muslims 
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established political domination 
in India and during over thousand 
years of Muslim rule not only Mus-
lims flourished in India, the majority 
Hindu community too participated 
and benefitted from the economic 
growth of the country. However, a 
distinct Muslim identify conscious-
ness began to take root during the 
European colonial rule of the Indian 
sub-continent which began around 

the middle of the 18th century. This awareness emerged partially in response to 
the Orientalist/Christian missionary attack on Islam and partially due to the 
high probability of domination of Hindu Brahmanism in an independent Hin-
du-majority united India. The Muslim leadership anticipated a threat to their 
identity and dignity within a post-colonial India, one which contained a Hindu 
majority. The raison d’être of the Pakistani nation, according to the founders of 
Pakistan, involved preserving and upholding humanism and Islamic universal-
ism as opposed to narrow nationalism in India.4 In this essay we will examine 
the growth of Muslim nationalist aspirations and their consequences. We dis-
cuss the growth of Muslim identity sensitivity under the British rule, the Islamic 
state controversy in independent Pakistan, educational developments, impacts 
of the rise of linguistic nationalism, the Kashmir dispute and the probable role 
of external forces in political developments in Pakistan. 

Growth of Muslim Identity Consciousness under the British Rule

The Muslim perception of a distinctive identity in India began to appear in the 
1860s through the question of language, which has generally been known as the 
Hindi-Urdu controversy. This controversy originated when Muslim modernist 
scholar-activist Sayyid Ahmad Khan (1817-1898) established a translation so-
ciety with the intention of translating books from European languages into an 
Indian language for the benefit and growth of the Indian youth. For Khan, the 
suitable Indian language was Urdu, but some Hindus opposed his idea insisting 
on translating materials into the Hindi language.5 For Khan, the argument for 
Urdu was logical and simple: Muslims had abandoned the Persian language, 
which was the official language under the Muslim rule, in favor of Urdu for the 
sake of all Indians. Some Hindus, he thought, were only interested in wiping out 
the Muslim characteristics from India by imposing Hindi,6 which was not a very 
developed language at the time and was not used by any community in India.

Sayyid Ahmad Khan continued with his efforts of establishing educational in-
stitutions: he first founded a Scientific Society to translate European books 
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into Urdu and then established the Muhammadan Anglo-Oriental School 
at Aligarh, UP, which was then turned into a college (1877) and a university 
(1920). When in 1885 the Indian National Congress (INC) was founded by an 
Englishman with the aim of promoting Indian nationalism, Khan discouraged 
Muslims from participating in such activities. 

Another such scholar was Sayyid Amir Ali (1849-1928). His involvement lies 
mainly in the area of the intellectual growth of the community. His first con-
tribution to scholarship was A Critical Examination of the Life and Teach-
ings of Mohammad (1873) which he later developed as his masterpiece The 
Spirit of Islam (1922). This and his other major work, A Short Story of Saracens 
(1891), were written in refutation of Christian missionary assaults on Islamic 
ideas and the person of the Prophet. The primary focus of Ali’s writings was 
to demonstrate the similarities between Islamic values and those of nine-
teenth-century liberal Europe so as to establish the foundation for reforming 
the society.

Both Khan and Ali were proud of the place of reason given in Islamic philos-
ophy. Ali persuasively argued that the Prophet of Islam never traveled out of 
the province of reason.7 This was necessary for Khan and Ali because the nine-
teenth-century European liberal thought was based solely on scientific theo-
ries which were closely identified with the human faculty of reason. Therefore, 
the main thrust of their argument was to demonstrate every aspect of Muslim 
belief in the light of those scientific discoveries. 

Kashmir Muslims 
shout pro-freedom 
slogans during a 
funeral procession 
for Abid Ahmed 
who was killed 
during a brief 
gunfight with 
Indian government 
forces, in August 5, 
2017. 
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Their interpretation of Islamic 
teachings created a sense of self-re-
liance, pride and confidence among 
the English-educated young Mus-
lims in India. This was a developed 
stage for Indian Muslims. Most 
Western-educated Indian Muslims 
like Khan and Ali came into con-
tact with the English environment 
in their personal capacity. However 
because of their privileged place in 

the former political and economic settings under the British rule they became 
victims of an inferiority complex. Although they admired Western civiliza-
tion and the scientific advancement of Europe, psychologically and rationally 
they neither abandoned their conformist faith nor did they accept the hatred 
of Muslims by some colonial officials and the Christian missionary propa-
ganda against Islam.8 Ahmad Khan’s activities acquainted them with Western 
civilization and scientific tradition, but could not provide them with a sense 
of pride. On the contrary, his apologetic works on Islam seemed to have in-
creased their sense of inferiority. While European-educated Indian Muslims 
were in this frame of mind, Ali appeared armed not only with a defensive, but 
an offensive attitude. Ali’s aggressive intellectual approach along with his high 
official position in the British Indian government,9 provided this generation 
with a new self-assurance. It encouraged Indian Muslims to be liberal in the 
manner of a Victorian Englishman, and at the same time to be proud of their 
Muslim identity. They seemed to have been prepared for some form of reform 
of their society.

In politics, Indian Muslims founded the All-India Muslim League (AIML) in 
December 1906 with a stated goal of safeguarding their civil and economic 
rights. In 1909 the British Indian government recognized minority demands 
and introduced a separate electorate system under which the existence of dif-
ferent communities was recognized and only the members of respective com-
munities could vote for their representatives to the Legislative Council. The 
ideological foundation for the demand of an independent and sovereign na-
tion-state for Muslims in India came much later from the poet-philosopher 
Muhammad Iqbal (1873-1938).10 A Universalist Iqbal was already disturbed 
with the growth of nationalism in Europe but the INC-led Indian nationalism 
appeared even more fanatic to him. He seemed to have become worried about 
Muslims losing their dignity under the caste-ridden Hindu leadership. There-
fore he suggested dividing India by creating a Muslim nation-state where they 
could practice Islamic universal values such as human dignity, universal equal-
ity and justice. He proposed the formation of a state constituting the Muslim 
majority areas of India. He argued:

Iqbal believed that the Muslim 
community (Ummah) had 
the potential to be a model 
for humanity, and he wanted 
Pakistan to take the initiative 
to revive the Ummah with the 
spirit of humanism
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It is not the unity of language or country or the identity of economic interests 
that constitutes the basic principle of our nationality. It is because we all believe 
in a certain view of the universe…that we are members of the society founded 
by the Prophet of Islam. Islam abhors all material limitations, and bases its 
nationality on purely abstract ideas objectified in a potential expansive group 
of personalities.11

Keeping in view the background of Iqbal and his time, it may be suggested that 
his main concern was to establish the legitimacy of the demand for a separate 
nation for Indian Muslims vis-à-vis Indian nationalism. In doing so, however, 
Iqbal encountered a new problem, i.e. the problem of the relation between this 
new nationality and other Islamic nationalities.12 Iqbal resolved this question 
by saying:

For the present, every Muslim nation must sink into her deeper self; temporar-
ily focus her vision on herself alone, until all are strong and powerful to form a 
living family of republics. A true and living unity, according to the nationalist 
thinkers, is not so easy as to be achieved by a merely symbolical overlordship. 
It is truly manifested in a multiplicity of free, independent units whose ra-
cial rivalries are adjusted and harmonized by the unifying bond of a common 
spiritual inspiration. It seems to me that Islam is neither Nationalism nor Im-
perialism but a League of Nations which recognized artificial boundaries and 
racial distinctions for facility of reference only, and not for restricting the social 
horizon of its members.13

One must note here a unique characteristic of Iqbal’s view of nationalism: 
While Europe during this period, under the impact of Social Darwinism, was 
moving toward totalitarianism, Iqbal’s perception of nationalism was human-
itarian and universal which recognized natural divisions within the human 
family. Iqbal wanted to achieve unity of the Muslim Ummah through the Paki-
stani nation. In fact, in his thought one may find a sound response to the crisis 
of European thought highlighted by Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900). He be-
lieved that Islam could provide solutions to Europe’s crises and as one author 
has pointed out that he “found no opposition between reason and revelation 
or science and religion,” and he “developed a creative synthesis of the East and 
the West.”14 He had witnessed the growth of fanatic nationalism in Europe and 
advanced a universal Islamic solution to Europe’s crisis. Iqbal believed that the 
Muslim community (Ummah) had the potential to be a model for humanity, 
and he wanted Pakistan to take the initiative to revive the Ummah with the 
spirit of humanism. 

Following in the footsteps of Iqbal, Muhammad Ali Jinnah (1876-1948) who 
began his political career as a member of the INC, but became a strong sup-
porter of the Pakistan movement, argued that although Hindus and Muslims 
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lived together in the historical and geographical unit of India, they belonged to 
two separate nationalities. He said:

The (Hindus and Muslims) are not religions in the strict sense of the word, 
but are, in fact, different and distinct social orders and it is a dream that the 
Hindus and Muslims can ever evolve a common nationality. The Hindus and 
Muslims belong to two different religious philosophies, social customs and 
literature. They neither intermarry, nor interdine together and, indeed they 
belong to two different civilizations. Mussalmans are a nation according to any 
definitions of a nation and they must have their homelands, their territory and 
their state.15

This clearly suggests that his main concern was to establish the legitimacy of 
the demand for a Muslim-majority nation in the Indian sub-continent. One 
Pakistani historian later warranted this claim saying that, “without a separate 
existence, its creative genius [of the community] was likely to wither away.”16 
The opportunity for experiments and applying the “creative genius” in inde-
pendent Pakistan came soon and this involved debates and discussions about 
the potential role of Islamic ideals and their implications in independent Pa-
kistan. One fundamental issue that Pakistan encountered at this time was the 
proposal of an Islamic state.

The Islamic State Controversy

The first challenge that Pakistan encountered as a sovereign nation-state was 
the framing of a constitution which would ensure universal values of human 
dignity and equality as opposed to a narrow nationalistic approach. Jinnah, 
who was elected president of the First Constituent Assembly of Pakistan, took 
oath under the chairmanship of Jogendra Nath Mandal (1904-1968), a low-
caste Hindu politician who became Pakistan’s first Minister of Law and Min-
ister of Labor. Yet one question that emerged in formulating the constitution 
of the newly independent Pakistan was that of the status of non-Muslims in 
the proposed nation. In the 1947 debates of the First Constituent Assembly of 
Pakistan, Jinnah argued:

… (Every Pakistani is) a citizen of this state with equal rights privileges and 
obligations, there will be no end to the progress you will make … we are 
starting with this fundamental principle that we are all citizens and equal 
citizens to one state. ..I think we should keep that in front as our ideal, and 
you will find that in the course of time Hindus will cease to be Hindus and 
Muslims will cease to be Muslims, not in the religious sense because that is 
the personal faith of each individual, but in the political sense citizens of the 
state.17
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This statement convinced some 
to believe that Jinnah was secu-
lar.18 But others argued that Jin-
nah’s statements on the Qur’an and 
the Prophet’s life being the main 
sources of guidance for Pakistan’s 
future outweigh any suggestion that 
he was secular. Jinnah had once 
emphatically rejected a suggestion 
by Lord Mountbatten, the last British viceroy to India, that Pakistan should 
follow the Mughal Emperor Akbar’s approach to religion. Jinnah had said that 
Pakistan would follow the Prophetic example rather than that of Akbar.19 

Debate on the framework of the constitution continued both inside and out-
side the Constituent Assembly, which existed from 1947 to 1954. In 1949, an 
“Objective Resolution” was adopted by all religious and secular groups declar-
ing that the future constitution would be modeled on European constitutions 
following Islamic guidelines.20 A Pakistani historian of constitutional devel-
opment describes the situation following the creation of the state as follows: 
“the phrase ‘Islamic State’ had been on the lips of almost all intelligentsia of 
Pakistan, and had produced an immense volume of talk and enthusiasm; yet 
the term had not been precisely defined.”21 Islamic clauses were incorporated 
into the proposed constitution, but the constitution “did not give any special 
privilege or exclusive power to the Ulema (religious scholars),” because it was 
believed that “such a clause might prove to be an excellent tool in the hands of 
reactionary ulema.”22 By intelligentsia, the author means Pakistanis educated 
along the lines of European liberal educational and generally, that would mean 
with no training in the Islamic tradition. The intelligentsia, therefore, could 
hardly contribute to the formulation of an understanding of political theo-
ries of an Islamic state beyond what could be described as ‘lip service.’ A U.S. 
Embassy report of 1948 observed that: “‘an Islamic State’ [became] a political 
motto to be used by the Muslim League to continue indefinitely their predom-
inant position in Pakistan politics.”23 

The conflict between two groups of intellectuals characterized the constitu-
tional development of Pakistan. The President of Pakistan, Iskandar Ali Khan 
Mirza, warned the ‘ulema to “keep religion out of politics.”24 G. W. Choud-
hury, an academic who participated in the constitution-making process, de-
scribes the situation as follows: “The Pakistani intelligentsia are elaborating 
a new twentieth-century and authoritative interpretation of Islam, and when 
they wish to see Pakistan become Islamic, their picture of an Islamic State is 
altogether different from that of the ulema, and it is not greatly dissimilar from 
that of a modem democratic state.”25 Interestingly, not only the first Minister 
of Law, a Hindu, endorsed the Objective Resolution, Justice Cornelius, a prac-

With the establishment of the 
British rule, the traditional 
system of education as well as 
the role of Muslim religious 
teachers was decisively 
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ticing Catholic and the 4th Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Pakistan who 
served as Secretary of Law to the first Minister of Law minister and the first 
Prime Minister, endorsed the 1956 constitution and worked hard to put the 
constitution into practice.26 Also Muhammad Asad (1900-1992), an Austrian 
convert to Islam who was involved in advising the Government of Pakistan, 
made significant recommendations to the constitution making process at that 
time.27 

A compromise in the constitution-making process was reached after nine years, 
and a constitution was promulgated in 1956, declaring Pakistan an Islamic Re-
public with a parliamentary form of government. During the discussion pe-
riod, the first Prime Minister was assassinated, the ruling political party, the 
Muslim League, disintegrated into provinces and the political situation became 
chaotic.28 The British trained bureaucracy seemed to have become frustrated 
with civilian politicians. President Mirza asked the Chief of the Armed Forces, 
General Ayub Khan, for assistance in governing the country. Martial law was 
declared, the constitution abrogated and political parties were banned. Justice 
Munir came up with the term “doctrine of necessity” to justify the declaration 
of martial law. Within weeks, Ayub Khan replaced Iskandar Mirza and took 
control of the country.29 Under the constitution the general election was due 
in less than two years but now in the absence of political parties, the military 
together with the civil bureaucracy established an oligarchic rule.30 The mili-
tary government promulgated another constitution in 1962 introducing what 
it called “basic democracy” under which the president, chief executive of the 
country, would be elected not directly by the people, but by their representa-
tives.31 Within years, however, the government was faced with protests from 
various quarters of the country because of manipulations in politics. Conse-
quently, in 1969 the military government, which had become a self-proclaimed 
civilian government, resigned handing over power to another military ruler. 

Education and Nation Building 

Like their co-religionists in other parts of the world, Indian Muslims could 
lay claim to a rich cultural tradition based on Islamic learning.32 With the es-
tablishment of the British rule, the traditional system of education as well as 
the role of Muslim religious teachers was decisively challenged. The British 
Administration allowed the traditional educational system to continue, but 
products of this system would not find employment outside the mosque. On 
the other hand, the British introduced a different educational system in In-
dia which was formulated by the British liberal philosopher, T.B. Macaulay 
commonly known as Lord Macaulay (1800-1859), an official of the East India 
Company in Bengal, in order “to form a class of persons, Indian in blood and 
color, but English in tastes, in opinions, in morals, and in intellect.”33 The job 
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market demanded all Indians to be 
educated under the newly intro-
duced system.

In keeping with its ideological com-
mitments, attempts were made to 
reformulate the educational policy 
in Pakistan.34 A meeting was con-
vened in 1946 to discuss the future 
education system. Discussion con-
tinued after the creation of Pakistan 
under the leadership of the first 
Minister of Education, Fazlur Rah-
man (1905-1966), who emphasized 
the necessity for an Islamic ideo-
logical foundation for an education 
policy.35 The Ministry of Education organized a conference of leading experts 
and a number of recommendations were made, but none of these were imple-
mented because of the reluctance of the Ministry of Finance, whose bureau-
crats were not convinced that the newly born Pakistan should spend funds on 
education.36 Academic institutions continued to operate under the previous 
(British colonial) system of education formulated by Lord Macaulay. Pakistani 
leaders continued to provide lip service to Islamic ideology for public con-
sumption. Without guidelines, the education system was, as Qureshi put it, 
aimless.37 The historian complains that the need for creating Pakistani person-
ality through education was ignored by the government. He continues:

It was the Pakistan Movement that weaned most (Muslim youth) from Indian 
nationalism and some from Marxist materialism. The enthusiasm for Paki-
stan created the feeling that all was well with the Muslim youth. Even earlier 
that was the general sentiment. A generation that had pursued the aim of eco-
nomic welfare through the acquisition of the new education and had remained 
Muslim in sentiment because of tradition and the influence of its parents and 
homes thought that what had happened to it would happen to its children as 
well, forgetting that the Islamic influence grew more and more diluted because 
of the ever increasing impact of new influences percolating through literature 
and amoral and religiously neutral education. The nature of the education was 
such that the potentially positive influence that could have been exerted in 
favour of the Islamic code of morals and beliefs was eliminated, and the subtle 
European suggestions conveyed through literature and textbooks were permit-
ted to play their role unhindered.38

Qureshi became Minister of Education for a short period and held the high-
est position at a major university in Pakistan for more than a decade. He ar-

The failure of the education 
policy led the Pakistani 
society into a severe identity 
crisis. Pakistan was created 
on the basis of the Muslim 
identity in India, but the 
Pakistani leadership failed to 
formulate their constitution 
and their education policy by 
incorporating Islamic ideas and 
values
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ticulated the failure of Pakistan’s education policy till his death in 1979. He 
blamed public policy for its failure to develop a national identity based on 
Islamic ideas.39 This failure, he suggested, led to the growth of Bengali nation-
alism in East Pakistan, a growth which eventually culminated in the creation 
of Bangladesh.40 Responsibility for this failure, the author maintained, squarely 
belonged to the bureaucrats who ran the country.41 

The Challenge of Linguistic Identity and the New Pakistan 

The failure of the education policy led the Pakistani society into a severe iden-
tity crisis. Pakistan was created on the basis of the Muslim identity in India, 
but the Pakistani leadership failed to formulate their constitution and their 
education policy by incorporating Islamic ideas and values. This created an 
enormous uncertainty in the country.42 Frequently it is referred to as a failed 
state by the media and think tank institutions. Summarizing Pakistan’s identity 
crisis and discontent one author says: 

Conflict with India from the start, lack of sincere and honest leadership, cor-
rupt politicians, slow growth of the democratic institutions, excessive power in 
the hands of civil and military authorities, widespread poverty and unemploy-
ment, breakdown of law and order, human rights violations, excessive influ-
ence and interference of the Western powers have all contributed to the current 
discontent.43

The creation of Bangladesh, on the basis of the linguistic identity of East Pa-
kistanis, is the most striking example of the failure of the Pakistani identity.44

Under the civil-military oligarchic rule, the economic gap between the two 
geographically separated territories45 –a gap which had existed during the 
British period– was further widened. Bengali-speaking Eastern Pakistanis suf-
fered from economic disparity and were deprived of their proper share in the 
civil-military bureaucracy of government administration.46 Almost nothing 
had been done to minimize the linguistic differences between the two parts 
of Pakistan: Islam remained the only connection. Little was done to cultivate 
brotherhood between the peoples of the two wings on the basis of Islamic val-
ues. Gradually, anti-West Pakistani sentiments developed in East Pakistan and 
within 25 years of the creation of Pakistan another nation-state, Bangladesh, 
emerged challenging the foundational ideology of the country.

With the rise of extremist groups in 
association with the wars in Afghanistan 

the controversy on the idea of Islamic 
state re-emerged in Pakistan
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A new constitution was formulated in Pakistan as the western part of the coun-
try came to be known in 1973. It reasserted (standardized) Pakistan’s com-
mitment to an Islamic moral standard (Part II, Article 2b). The new Pakistani 
leader Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto (1928-1979) also declared Islamic socialism as his 
motto for governance, but he served interests only of the landed aristocracy of 
the country. He served Islam by replacing Sunday with Friday as the weekly 
holiday, banning public consumption of alcohol, and declaring the Ahmadi, 
also known as Qadiani,47 community a non-Muslim minority. He did little 
to ensure social, political, and economic justice for the common people. This 
government eventually collapsed in 1977. 

During the seven-year rule, the popularly elected movement got engaged in a 
series of repressions. In 1977, a mass movement erupted throughout the coun-
try against the ruling party, which had rigged the elections on a massive scale.48 
It is interesting to note that this movement was launched in the name of Is-
lam.49 As a result, the military again intervened in politics. Although initially 
declaring that political power would be transferred to civilians, the leader of 
the military coup, General Zia-ul Haq, managed to remain in power for 11 
years. He successfully used Islamic slogans during his tenure partially due to 
the anti-Bhutto pro-Islamic mass movement that culminated in bringing him 
to power and partially due to Soviet invasion and occupation of neighbor-
ing Afghanistan (1979-1989) where a jihad was launched by many Afghans 
together with many foreign fighters. This period, however, planted the seed 
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for the growth of militancy in Pakistan mostly in the name of Islam.50 This 
was followed by a decade of democratic government, but these democratically 
elected leaders were accused of huge corruption scandals. Pakistan again saw 
a military intervention in 1999 which lasted almost 9 years. The military ruler 
General Parvez Musharraf was forced out of power due to both internal and 
external pressure, and Pakistan again returned to so-called democratic rule 
in 2008. However, with the rise of extremist groups in association with the 
wars in Afghanistan the controversy on the idea of Islamic state re-emerged 
in Pakistan. 

Rise in Inconsistency between Ideals and Realities

Inconsistency in Pakistan’s ideals and realities became intensified with the ab-
olition of the 1956 constitution. During the decade-long rule of the first mili-
tary dictator grounds were prepared for the disintegration of the country. Then 
Zulfiqar Bhutto’s “democratic rule” ended in a popular mass agitation in 1977. 
The new military government adopted a policy of what the military leader 
called a “process of Islamization.” Islamist political thinker activist Maududi’s 
ideas seemed to have had attracted the attention of not only the new military 
ruler, but also a significant number of modern educated intellectuals. General 
Ziaul Haq is quoted to have said: 

The basis of Pakistan was Islam. The basis of Pakistan was that the Muslims 
of the sub-continent are a separate culture. It was on the two-nation theory 
that this part was carved out of the sub-continent as Pakistan. And in the last 
30 years in general... there has been a complete erosion of moral values of this 
society. …These are the Islamic values and we are trying to bring these values 
back.51

He also explicitly declared his loyalty to the Islamic concept of Ummah and 
said:

Islam does not recognize any geographical limits dividing of its followers. Mus-
lims are Muslims, regardless of whether they are also Ajami (foreigner) Arab, 
Pakistani or Russian. Nationality is irrelevant within the Ummah, within the 
universal brotherhood of Islam or the commonwealth of Muslim nations. But 
Islam does recognize separate communities and nations, separate countries 
within their own geographical frontiers.52

These statements are indicative of Maududi’s sway on Zia-ul Haq. The military 
leader seems to have reaped the popular anti-Bhutto sentiment prevailed in 
Pakistan at this time. By then, Maududi had retired from practical politics. Ja-
ma’at-i-Islami (Islamic Party) initially had enthusiastically collaborated in what 
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President Zia-ul Haq called a process of Islamization 
which seemed an imposition of certain ideas from 
the top. Soon however they disagreed on the meth-
odology of implementation of their ideas. Maududi 
had already passed away and the Jama’at-i-Islami and 
the Zia regime opposed each other in their vision 
of what they considered a process of Islamization. 
While Jama’at-i-Islami demanded a democratic elec-
tion (although most of the times they didn’t perform 
well in the elections), Zia-ul Haq, like his predeces-
sor Ayub Khan, wanted to ensure his own leader-
ship through some form of ‘democratic’ glaze. In-
creasingly Jama’at-i-Islami intensified its campaign 
against the government which resulted in increased 
repression and banning of all student unions which 
were largely dominated by the student supporters of 
the party. This confrontation ended when the mili-
tary ruler died in a plane crash in 1988.

In spite of the differences between General Zia’s and 
Jama’at-i-Islami’s vision of Islam, during the mili-
tary ruler’s eleven years tenure Pakistan saw some 
form of political stability and the role of Islam seemed to be further fortified 
in Pakistani politics. However, hardly any attention was paid to how Islamic 
ideas could contribute to good governance. Qur’anic ideas such as amanah 
(trust), shura (consultation), ukhuwah (brotherhood), ‘adalah (justice) were 
frequently repeated in political rhetoric, but were rarely translated to govern-
ing features of the country. The Soviet invasion of neighboring Afghanistan 
and the subsequent jihad strengthened and internationalized the role of Islam. 
Thousands of Pakistani youth, mostly unguided, enthusiastically joined the 
jihad in Afghanistan along with many Afghan and foreign fighters. With the 
blessings from Western powers such as the United States and Muslim powers 
such as Saudi Arabia, jihadi fighters succeeded in bringing down the pro-So-
viet government in Afghanistan. However, interestingly during this process 
many Pakistani fighters began to contemplate liberating neighboring Kashmir 
through the same process.

During the next eleven years of civilian rule, Pakistan held four national elec-
tions, had four national assemblies dissolved, and three Prime Ministers dis-
missed. Two leaders –Nawaz Sharif and Benazir Bhutto– emerged as politically 
influential and alternatively occupied the position of the Prime Minister of Pa-
kistan: both demonstrated their commitment to Islam by frequently perform-
ing ‘umrah’ (lesser pilgrimage), visiting shrines, and particularly Benazir Bhu-
tto by covering her head and rolling prayer beads in her hands. Commitment 
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to Islam became more ritualistic 
than practical. Islamic teachings, 
such ideas as brotherhood, equality, 
consultation, trust and justice, were 
shelved. Corruption increased to a 
point that Transparency Interna-
tional (TI) listed the country among 
the topmost corrupted countries in 
the world. Corrupt practices and 
rhetoric on Islamic commitments 
did not seem to be contradictory to 

politicians. The country fell into a deep economic crisis to the extent that the 
government wouldn’t be able to pay even its own officials without an IMF or 
World Bank loan. More than half of its gross national income would go for 
debt services. In 1999 the so-called civilian democratic rule in Pakistan ended 
with another military coup.

The new military-led government initially performed well in handling eco-
nomic and financial problems; terms of debt services improved, but at a very 
high cost. In the Bush administration’s war on terror it sided with what U.S. 
President Bush called “us.” Like early military administrators, Ayub Khan and 
Zia-ul Haq, President Musharraf consolidated his position as the head of state 
but refused to give up his position as the Chief of the Armed Forces. This 
brought the government into direct confrontation with the conventional po-
litical parties. The General decided to align with the U.S. led “war on terror” 
without any public debate on the issue. Slowly the Islamists came into direct 
confrontation with U.S.-led activities in Afghanistan and Pakistan. While Gen-
eral Musharraf came up with his “enlightened moderation” version of Islam, 
his opponents saw foreign intervention in the guise of the war on terrorism.53 
This created an almost anarchic political situation in Pakistan. 

 Following the resignation of General Musharraf, Pakistan again returned to 
some sort of democratic rule. In 2010 political parties regained some power by 
amending the constitution through curtailing the power of the president and 
empowering the parliament and the prime minister. In the general election 
held in 2013 Nawaz Sharif ’s Muslim League came to power and former crick-
eter Imran Khan’s party, Tahrik-i-Insaf (PTI), emerged as a third party creating 
hope among the youth. This is very important: the lack of hope has made many 
young men and women frustrated and purposeless. As a result, external intel-
ligence agencies have been able to recruit many poverty-stricken defenseless 
youth for subversive activities in the country. But unfortunately, Imran Khan 
adopted an approach called dharna –a sort of sit-in– to protest against election 
rigging and corruption in 2014. Interestingly one religious figure, who had 
been living overseas, flew to Pakistan to join his protest.54 Recently some other 
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religious figures have adopted the same strategy of dharna contributing to law-
lessness in Pakistan. Irrespective of the outcome of the protest, one should 
be concerned about the method of political change. Khan’s strategy suggests 
impatience on his part. If Pakistan could wait for five years to end the rule of 
one of its most corrupt leaders, Asif Zardari, why couldn’t they wait for Sharif ’s 
tenure to come to an end? 

More recently in July 2017 the Supreme Court of Pakistan disqualified Prime 
Minister Nawaz Sharif from holding public office on corruption charges. Sharif 
stepped down and was replaced by Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, another member 
of his party. From the events it is not clear whether the Supreme Court wanted 
to tackle corruption in Pakistan or just wanted to remove Sharif from power. 
Ideally it would have been better if the court had only dealt with the corruption 
charges and left the part of the Prime Minister’s removal from the office to the 
democratic process, waiting till the next scheduled election for the people to 
make the final decision. These developments reflect the inconsistencies be-
tween ideals and realities in today’s Pakistan. 

The Conflict in Kashmir and the Rise of Militancy

For the Pakistani youth, who were motivated to fight in Afghanistan, there 
was hardly any difference between the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan and 
Indian occupation of Kashmir. The conflict in Kashmir began in 1947 when 
India invaded the territory. The UN declared the territory disputed, and on 
the basis of the principle of self-determination, the world body resolved to 
conduct a plebiscite in order for the people of Kashmir to decide the future of 
the territory. This resolution seeking peace, however, turned out to be just the 
beginning of a long and bloody conflict in the history of the UN. In fact, along 
with Palestine, Kashmir is the only other unresolved conflict in the world that 
has haunted the world body.

India has flouted most UN resolutions on the issue and refused to take the 
dispute to the International Court of Justice.55 Defying UN resolutions on the 
subject the Indian authorities went ahead to hold what they called a demo-
cratic election in 1951. It was a total sham: with blessings from Delhi, Sheikh 
Abdullah’s party won 73 seats out of a total of 75. All seats were won uncon-
tested because the Election Commission refused to accept opposition candi-
dates. According to opposition sources, since then all subsequent elections in 
Kashmir have been heavily rigged.56

Pakistan has been involved in the issue of Kashmir since 1947. In fact, the whole 
question has been viewed as a dispute between the two countries and as a result 
of this perception the people of Kashmir have suffered. Initially Pakistan played 
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a positive role in Kashmir both for its own sake and for the people of Kashmir. 
This was reflected in Pakistan’s acceptance of UN resolutions on the subject. 
Pakistan, however, began to compromise on Kashmir following its defeat with 
India in 1971. It signed the Simla Agreement declaring the international dis-
pute to be a bilateral one. One Indian document claims that the Pakistani Prime 
Minister had promised India that his country would accept the Line of Control 
(LOC) in the state of Jamma and Kashmir as the de facto border and would 
not try to destabilize (standardized) it.57 However, the Pakistani Prime Minister 
pleaded with the Indian Prime Minister that if such a clause were to formally 
enter in the agreement, it “would cause domestic problems for him.” Therefore 
the Indian Prime Minister “magnanimously accepted his promise and did not 
formalize that part of the agreement.”58 But Pakistan, as later events were to 
prove, never kept its part of the deal, the Indian document claimed.

The Indian document has rightly pointed out that Pakistan didn’t keep its part 
of the deal because all Pakistani administrations have not only expressed their 
rhetorical support for the people of Kashmir in international diplomacy; they 
are also reported to have assisted Kashmiri protesters against Indian mili-
tary rule. At least that is how the Indian government and intelligence agen-
cies have perceived the role of Pakistan in Kashmir. This diplomatic support, 
however, has hardly changed anything in the life of the people of Kashmir. In 
fact, since the Simla Agreement, Pakistan’s so-called diplomatic support has 
had a negative impact on the issue. This agreement made Kashmir a bilateral 
issue between India and Pakistan: Pakistan lost its ground internationally. To 
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complicate the matter Kashmiries burned the effigy 
of another “democratically elected” Pakistani leader, 
Asif Zardari, when he claimed that ‘terrorists’ were 
operating in Kashmir.59 All these contributed to the 
rise of frustration among the youth.

The Role of External Powers

In Pakistan, one would commonly find references 
to anti-Pakistani external forces while explaining 
seditious political events and terrorist acts. This is 
mainly because most Pakistanis believe that India 
never accepted the creation of the country and from 
the very inception it has been engaged in schemes to 
dismember Pakistan. This popular view is supported 
by the fact that India refused to deliver 500 million rupees from the British 
Indian treasury to Pakistan during the partition.60 India also refused Pakistan’s 
armed forces their due share of arms and ammunition of the British-Indian 
administration citing the Kashmir war as the reason. This made Pakistan’s new 
administration dependent on serving bureaucrats and militant tribes in the 
mountainous regions near the Afghan borders for the war in Kashmir. This 
made the political establishment weak which has been reflected in the fate of the 
Muslim League, the political party that led the independence movement. India 
also secured Soviet veto in the UN Security Council on Kashmir: this brought 
suffering not only for the people of Kashmir, but also for all Pakistanis.61 

Many Pakistanis also blame India for the dismemberment of Pakistan. Inter-
estingly although most Bangladeshis consider the 1971 war as their war of 
independence, most Indians and Pakistanis see it as the third war between the 
two nations. However, international observers concur that without Indian in-
tervention it would have been impossible to create Bangladesh. Also it has now 
been established that India not only aided Bangladesh’s secession from united 
Pakistan, it also secured Soviet participation in dismembering Pakistan.62 

Although initially the United States was viewed as a friendly superpower in 
Pakistan, the perception has changed significantly in recent decades. The re-
lationship began to deteriorate immediately following the Afghan war of the 
1980s and it worsened following the Bush Administration’s declaration of the 
war on terror. Pakistani expectations rose up again when Barack Obama be-
came president in 2009, but within years hopes were dashed once more.

In an interview with MSNBC, president-elect Barack Obama expressed the 
view that militancy in Afghanistan and Pakistan could not be handled properly 
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without addressing the problem of 
the Kashmir dispute. He also an-
nounced that he would appoint the 
former President Bill Clinton to me-
diate in the crisis between India and 
Pakistan.63 An unhappy Indian Ex-
ternal Affairs minister immediately 
said, “Essentially it has been stated 
that it is a bilateral issue between 
India and Pakistan.”64 Increasingly 
the Obama Administration came 
under pressure from the pro-Indian 
lobby, which was supported by the 
pro-Israeli lobby, to drop the idea. 
Therefore the proposal to appoint 
Bill Clinton to mediate on the issue 

was dropped. However, immediately after taking office, President Obama ap-
pointed senior diplomat Richard Holbrooke to deal with the Afghan-Pakistan 
conflict. Immediately the pro-Indian lobby in Washington intervened and got 
Kashmir deleted out of Holbrooke’s assignment. The Foreign Policy reported 
that “the omission of India from his title and from Clinton’s official remarks 
introducing the new diplomatic push in the region was no accident –not to 
mention a sharp departure from Obama’s own previously stated approach of 
engaging India, as well as Pakistan and Afghanistan, in a regional dialogue.”65 
However, India successfully lobbied the Obama transition team to make sure 
that neither India nor Kashmir was included in Holbrooke’s official brief. Un-
der the Obama Administration drone strikes in Pakistan increased manifold. 
Now under the Trump Administration the anti-American sentiment in Paki-
stan is very high and the relationship between the two countries is now at its 
lowest ebb. 

Concluding Remarks

It is certain that something has gone wrong in Pakistan. But what? One needs 
to revisit remarks made earlier in connection with this question. Pakistan has 
clearly failed to fulfill Iqbal’s dream and ideals or Jinnah’s expectations. Who 
is responsible for this failure? While studying in Europe, Iqbal learned about 
the crisis of the European soul highlighted by Nietzsche and as a believer he 
thought the Qur’an had the potential to guide not only the Muslim Ummah to 
revival, it could bring soul to Europeans and the rest of mankind as well. He 
had dreamt Pakistan to be a model for such development in the modern world. 
Iqbal succeeded in convincing Indian Muslims for this noble role in world his-
tory. As long as the struggle for achieving Pakistan continued, participants of 
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the movement had complete devotion and motivation in translating Qur’anic 
guidance for good governance in the modern world. 

In post-independent Pakistan, however, Pakistani nationalist leaders failed 
to cultivate the same spirit among the Pakistani youth. Newly independent 
Pakistan’s education policy turned out to be a complete failure. European na-
tionalist views, which emerged in response to the churches’ control of society, 
were introduced in Pakistan. What was wrong then with Indian nationalism? 
Territorial integrity received priority over education; political developments 
were interrupted by armed forces and civil bureaucracies. Traditional landed 
aristocracy joined the newly industrialized bourgeoisie in governing Pakistan. 
In 25 years of its existence the country was split: Most Pakistanis began to be-
lieve that since the two regions were divided by more than a thousand miles of 
enemy territory, it was natural for the country to be divided along those lines. 
Unfortunately hardly any analysis or research was conducted on whether it 
was a mistake on the part of the founding fathers to conceive such a geograph-
ically divided nation.
 
Why has this happened? One French scholar explains, “you cannot under-
stand what’s going on in the country if you don’t count in the external influ-
ences. This phenomenon is of an unprecedented magnitude. I don’t know of 
very many countries with 200 million people and nuclear weapons so porous 
to foreign influence!”66 However, we have already demonstrated in the paper 
that Pakistanis themselves are responsible for the country’s failure to achieve 
the dreams of their founding fathers; however external factors are very import-
ant for this failure. 

In an article in connection with President Trump’s New Year tweet on Paki-
stan a U.S. foreign policy expert has noted that, “The US should not … drop 
Pakistan. Bad situations can always get worse. Today, Pakistan is a weak state; 
tomorrow, it could become a failed one. That would be a regional and global 
nightmare, given the presence of nuclear weapons and terrorists.” The author 
also suggests that, “It might also make sense for Pakistan to become a regular 
part of the US-China agenda.”67 Pakistan should take advantage of this positive 
perception about its role in history and proceed accordingly. 

It is also amazingly true that Pakistan has survived for more than 70 years, 
and this itself is a manifestation of its success. Pakistan was without a central 
secretariat in its capital Karachi and yet it was able to begin its journey: Peo-
ple were inspired by Iqbal’s poetry and Jinnah’s rousing speeches. Remarkably 
Iqbal and Jinnah still inspire many people today. These include not only Paki-
stanis and their hundreds and thousands in the diaspora, but also Muslims and 
non-Muslims all over the world. At a time when the European model of the na-
tion-state system is being challenged in many parts of the world, Pakistan has 
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a great potential to become an alternative model for 
universal peace and prosperity by following Iqbal’s 
dream and by fulfilling Qur’anic guidance for good 
governance. Pakistanis should contemplate Iqbal’s 
call that “every Muslim nation must sink into her 
deeper self; temporarily focus her vision on herself 
alone.”68 

Pakistan’s “deeper self ” must be sought in the ba-
sic understanding of Islam. Discrepancies between 
words and deeds have led many to despair. A re-
flection of this may be found in What is Islam? The 
Importance of Being Islamic by Shahab Ahmed, a 
Pakistani American who was brought up in Malay-
sia and attended a boarding school in England: his 
last work has been posthumously published by the 

Princeton University Press.69 One may disagree with Ahmed’s understanding 
of Islam, but his work demonstrates the fact that by means of disagreements 
throughout history many people have found guidance in Islamic teachings. 
What is needed today in Pakistan is the creation of the scope for peaceful dis-
agreements in the understanding of Islam that would allow the finding of ways 
to translate that understanding into practice. Will all Pakistanis, the liberals 
and religious denominations, i.e., all political and sectarian elements be able to 
sink together into their “deeper self ” and fulfill Iqbal’s dream? It all depends on 
how seriously and sincerely they would like to transform their understanding 
of Islam into a political and social reality. 
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